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"Counterfeit" Republic of Texas Money
Turns Out To Be "Forgeries"

By W. A. Philpott, Jr.

No matter how cheap money gets, there are those
ready to issue it illegally. In the early 1920s, when
European countries were the victims of inflated currencies
when it took 10,000 marks to carry a letter of average
weight, when 20,000 francs were necessary to buy a bus
ticket, when a loaf of black bread cost krona enough to
fill a bushel basket, there were those who counterfeited
these almost worthless pieces of paper. Back in ancient
Greece and Rome, when money became cheap because
it was plentiful, the rulers themselves debased their own
coins with cheaper metal.

Those who have studied the fiscal history of Texas
remembered that in the early 1840s the paper currency
of the Republic of Texas was inflated by those heading
the Government till the Republic's promissory notes,
pretty lithographed ones, passed as low as 4 cents on
the dollar. Barter was the favorite pattern of commerce,
and whenever the Republic's paper money was accepted
it was a most reluctant medium of exchange. Still, even
with the demand for the paper money of the Republic at
such a low ebb, there were thousands of dollars put into
circulation by unauthorized and unscrupulous persons.

So many "spurious" notes were in the channels of
commerce and trade in 1840 and 1841 that the Secretary
of the Treasury, James H. Starr, issued a warning letter
to all county treasurers (Revenue Officers) in the Re-
public to beware of the "counterfeits," to hold all notes
of certain dates and denominations and send them in to
be passed upon by the Treasury authorities, as to their
genuineness. Many of these "bad" notes were discovered
by the eagle eyes of the Republic of Texas Treasury
workers; and in each instance the word "counterfeit"
was written across the note. Here is the Starr letter:

Republic of Texas
Treasury Department

Office of Commissioner of Revenue
Austin, June 3rd, 1840

Sir:
As a considerable amount of the engraved blanks for Promis-

sory Notes of the Government, of the denominations $5's,
$10's, $20's and 850's were stolen from an agent who was
bringing them from New Orleans to this city in March last,
and have subsequently put in circulation with forged signa-
tures, which in some instances are difficult of detection, it is
conceived advisable to request all Revenue Officers to cause
those from whom bills of those denominations may be re-

ceived to endorse on each a statement of such payment, signed
with their own hands.

The following form of endorsement is recommended to
County Treasurers: viz

"Passed to A B (County Treasurer) in payment of
Licenses (signed) C D"

The Bills thus endorsed should not be again put in circula-
tion by being given out in change or otherwise, but be
retained in the hands of the Treasurer until paid over to the
Treasury Department, when their genuineness will be tested.

I am
Very respectfully

Jas. H. Starr
Secretary of the Treasury

These "counterfeits" have puzzled numismatic stu-
dents for several generations before Secretary Starr's
letter came to the attention of collectors.* A minute
comparison of the "counterfeit" with the genuine note
shows no differences—same plates, paper, lithography,
measurements, all identical. There can be noticed a
slight variance in the signatures of Secretary Starr and
President Lamar (the latter always written by Wm. G.
Cooke, stock commissioner). And the figures in the
dates and serial numbers are widely different. But no
man writes his own name identically, day in and day
out. The letter above explains it. These notes were the
work of Rawdon, Wright, Hatch and Edson, New Orleans
lithographers. The signature lines, spaces for serial
numbers and the date of issue were left blank for the
issuing officials in Austin. A shipment of these notes
was stolen enroute from New Orleans to Austin, as
pointed out in Secretary Starr's letter. They fell into
the hands of good penmen who duplicated the signatures
well enough that the Treasury officials had to pass on
the falsity or the genuineness.

So, all students of numismatology who have been com-
pletely puzzled by these notes marked "counterfeit" may
now be informed that they are not counterfeit—but they
are "forgeries." And today, every complete collection
of these old treasury notes of the Republic of Texas
contains one or more of these notes marked "counterfeit,"
which, in truth, are genuine notes with forged signatures.

* Letter, from W. A. Philpott, Jr. collection of early Texana.

Illustrations of genuine and so -called "counterfeit" notes on following page
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GENUINE REPUBLIC OF TEXAS $20 PROMISSORY NOTE

This note was properly issued by officials of the Government, bearing the date, serial number and signatures
legitimately executed. These notes were lithographed on stone by the firm of Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson,
New Orleans. Blank spaces were left for the serial number, the date of issue, the name of the Secretary of the
Treasury and the President. These unsigned notes were shipped from New Orleans to Austin by an overland agent.

THE SO-CALLED "COUNTERFEIT" $20 PROMISSORY NOTE

Treasury officials, Republic of Texas, have marked this as a "counterfeit" (across the face). Presumably
it is one of the notes secured by theft and with forged signatures. The forgery is so clever that it required
Treasury official scrutiny to discover it. The note is genuine, but the issuance (with forged signatures) was un-
authorized--so it is marked "counterfeit," when the marking should have been "forgery."
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